
 

 

Giving time 

I watch Christmas arriving. As every year, I see people hurrying, running around. Even 

though winter tells the body to slow down, even though obscurity invite to internalize ourself, 

lights are stronger, urgencies bigger. 

We have lost the connection to our inner rhythms. It’s two o’clock in the morning, I sit in 

front of my computer whilst life outside has fallen asleep. Could it be time to retake 

awareness about dimension of time ? To see inasmuch a regular structure of working the same 

hours every day does not match our nature, even though it might be ensuring and structuring ? 

Could it be time to observe how much we sacrifice, and to look how we can treasure our 

personal rhythms at the heart of society ? Before illness or injuries force us to do so ? 
 

I find myself giving less and less workshops in cities and I stopped giving classes of few 

hours only, for this very reason : how could you ever move to a different time paradigm in so 

little time ? How could you enter body time, as our dear Nancy would call it ? So I 

consciously choose to favour retreats, long workshops, a “one year” programm,  in order to 

deepen material; in natural environments, among  nature’s rhythms. 

From a certain point of view, I left one path; I failed. And in doing so, I nourished another 

one, getting in touch with time’s privileged ones: people who already offer themselves the 

possibility of adjusting their time to their practices.  

In my role as a teacher, I myself need a few days to really be in alignment with the group and 

with the matter. Everything happens so quickly. One should be able to arrive the same day, do 

a CI workshop, pick up the car again, integrate the material on the way home and go back to 

work the day after. This year, I happened to include a few days of transitioning together as a 

group after a long workshop. Just two days of not doing anything… For throughout all those 

years I learned how much a workshop starts some days before its real beginning, sometimes 

finishing a few weeks after its official end. Things resonate, the music of our meetings 

continue to work through the silences we offer to it after that. This is a fact , if we give it 

place to exist.  

 

How ready are we to listen to those needs of time inside us and to make choices accordingly ?  

This same question obviously also emerges in the heart of our dance. I observe so much haste, 

fear and longing that propel us into a future that doesn’t exist, that places us outside of 

ourselves. Dilating my presence through touch so that every moment and all sensations count, 

aligning my expansion and my respiration to honour the present rhythm; in honest time. Here 

is what I call dancing today. A dance that allows me to fully arrive where I am, a walk back to 

the heart of myself. A silent necessity, a space that liberates us from wanting and from the 

urgency to accomplish. This transparent dance of my embodied time transposes and is 

expressed into something organic and vivid.  

They say that whales, just after birth, learn to « conspire », meaning the first thing they learn 

is to accord their rhythm to the whale’ community; to take air at the surface and dive down 

again. Breathing together : first of all a temporal story. And dancing together ? A dance to 

support our breath. A dance to make our breath visible, as Anna Halprin said.  



 

 

Two years ago, I started to be interested in the temporality of movement. I started to observe 

how time is animating form and space. That is also what the studies of Body-Mind Centering, 

poised between the study of corporal systems and the study of development (and thus the one 

of time’s line), somehow suggests. On my path, I had the chance to meet Laurent Gibeaux and 

Linda Bufali, two teachers who are also interested in this rhythmicity, this musicality of  

gesture. Various co-facilitated workshops are planned with them for 2018 around this topic, 

offering space to the biological rhythms, to the breathing of the being in movement. How 

much do I inhabit time, to give it back it’s organic taste ? At what point does my presence 

speak of dilating the present ? I also think of Martin Keogh who responds to the question of 

« what’s the purpose of contact improvisation ? It’s about dilating time », he simply said.  

In the Greek world, Chronos is the god of linear time: a sort of horizontal axis that reaches 

from birth to death, from your alarm clock in the morning to brushing your teeth in the 

evening. Kairos, at his turn, is the god of lived time. He represents the vertical axis, always 

placed in the present, opening up the door to eternity. The little children know him well. For 

them, there is no life assurance to be organized, no life as a couple to be managed, no things 

to be proved to get recognition. They find out about the world from the perspective of Kairos. 

They taste sensations through Kairos. They fall asleep in Kairos. They dance. Until the day of 

school desks, of choosing one’s future, etc etc. The dance disappears. Body’s intelligence 

gives way to a different functioning : Chronos time is taking over, with all its stress, its 

projects and fears.  

« There comes a time where we can stop forging ahead. A time where we understand that life 

is not a path. Where we discover, within the intimacy of our flesh, that existence is growth, 

the putting of nuances, permanent actualisation. That life escapes all time lines, all marble 

biographies. A time where eternity is at work in the here and now, as the secret portal in our 

bodies’ silence. There is a time that bears no resemblance to time, a time that is not counted, 

but lived. A time of love. A time to consent to what surpasses us, without any abandoning 

inside us. » extract from K. Bouquerel. 

A lived time. A time of love. I wish for the apprenticeship of movement to help us rediscover 

that time. 

Alex 


